Some of the most noteworthy companies in the high end don’t do it. Magico doesn’t. Neither does Rockport nor Wilson Audio nor Audio Research. But Bürmester and TAD do. What I’m referring to are companies that produce a complete chain of components from source components and amplification to loudspeakers—the soup-to-nuts manufacturers. Yes, they are rarities; yet giving a buyer the opportunity to assemble a bespoke system built from a common vision by a single manufacturer is an attractive proposition to many—just as it is for the manufacturer, where one-stop-shopping adds more to its bottom line. It’s attractive for the allure of system integration and continuity. And there’s the implicit promise that everything having been designed under the same roof, a synergy of performance is achieved that goes beyond the much more common mix-and-match approach. MBL of Germany is one such company.

With its iconic line of Radialstrahler omnidirectional loudspeakers supported by superb Reference Line source and amplification components, one word that never comes to mind when you think of an audio system by MBL is submissive. MBL is among the most dominant, alpha-wolf players in the high end. Whether it’s a system built around the mbl 101 E Mk.II Radialstrahler or the four-tower mbl 101 X-tremes, its products impose their musical will on the listener and are the envy of every eye in the house.

But what about audiophiles who long for the full MBL treatment, have the financial resources, but are limited to smaller environs? They’ve not been forgotten. This is a full MBL system review. The whole frankfurter. It’s composed of three of the six all-new (and exquisite) Corona electronics and the mbl 120 compact loudspeaker. My impressions, except where noted, reflect the sound of the system in its entirety. (LP sources were reproduced courtesy of the Parasound JC 3 phono-stage.)

This is not my first encounter with MBL loudspeakers. The mbl 121 was one of a handful of truly great reviewing experiences, and in spite of a few small reservations I said as much in Issue 176. However, time doesn’t stand still and, though the 121 has now been relegated to the past, in its wake comes a new generation of compact Radialstrahlers led by the mbl 120 and the slightly smaller mbl 126.

In a way, this review turned into
something like a homecoming—like revisiting an old friend. That is, an old friend who’d been putting in a lot of time in the weight room. Visually the mbl 120 profile is mostly unchanged, but, in engine-speak, it’s been heavily bored and stroked. It remains a stand-mounted omnidirectional three-way, now employing MBL’s latest cutting-edge, radial, carbon-fiber midrange and tweeter drivers known for their delicate petal-like diaphragms. These are proprietary designs, manufactured virtually by hand and not seen anywhere outside of MBL. The midrange and tweeter drivers sit atop one another in an array situated above a new, much-more-rigid, bass-reflex cabinet. There a pair of 6.5" side-firing aluminum, long-stroke mid/bass drivers (increased in size from the 121’s 5.5” drivers) are aligned in a push-push configuration and mounted on a solid aluminum block to eliminate spurious cabinet resonances. Refinements abound, extending even to the head plate of the speaker stand (optional but fairly necessary), which disappears seamlessly into a recess of the speaker enclosure, permitting the routing of speaker cables through the stand to an exit at ground level—an extremely tidy installation.

Sonomally the 120 is a more refined speaker than the 121 in every category. It’s more extended across the frequency spectrum and far less colored in the mid and low bass, yet it retains an element of warmth and romanticism that makes music physically come to life in the listening room. Its overall sonic character is consistent with every Radialstrahler I’ve experienced—a character that makes it a standard-bearer for low-level resolution and micro-dynamic nuance. Its rendering of dimensional space is nearly tactile. And when I play back something like the virtuoso solo acoustic guitar of Lawrence Juber [LJ Plays the Beatles, SolidAir], the speaker virtually dissolves as a source within the soundfield, leaving something akin to an invisible man fingerpicking in my room. With the lights down it’s almost kind of creepy. I’ve heard the 101E MKII back-to-back with the 126, and except for the greater extension and dynamic output of the 101E MKII they were sonically indistinguishable.

The most impressive single achievement of the 120 in my view is that MBL’s chief engineer Juergen Reis and his team have not simply enlarged the cabinet and improved extension and output, they’ve also reduced resonant colorations to a significant degree. The speaker is more comfortable than ever before with heavily weighted orchestral music. There’s greater fidelity to musical timbre. The cabinet is so colorless that the full voice of an instrument from transient through decay isn’t chained to the box or port. And for a speaker like the MBL, where the midrange and tweeter array is not only baffle-less but utterly transparent, the initial worry is whether the conventional box enclosure will smudge and slow the presentation throughout the crucial transition range from midrange octaves to bass. This is something I listened for with interest during the Jen Chapin recordings ReVisions [Chesky]. The amount of air that the baritone sax and stand-up bass move in this recording can seriously overpower a good loudspeaker, dampening transients and suffusing fundamentals with rhythm-impairing overhang. It’s a pitfall similar to the discontinuity sometimes noted when transducers of differing types—ribbons and dynamic drivers or a powered sub and electrostatic panel for example—are mixed and (mis)matched. The 120 manages the transition with grace and gusto. It’s one of the most controlled reflex enclosures I’ve encountered.

Bass not only extends into the mid-30Hz range but does so with a musicality that few other stand-mounted speakers can muster. The plucky 121, for example, had good firm punch that kept it in the game into the forty-cycle range or so, but its roll-off below that frequency was fairly severe. Not so the mbl 120, which not only extends into the 30Hz range, but eliminates the brick-wall roll-off below that. The 120 truly stands its ground,
undaunted and undisturbed by the onslaught of bass drum and tympani bursts during the Copland Fanfare [Reference Recordings], reproducing each salvo with a remarkable combination of impact, weight, and grip. And when it finally begins rolling off in the low end, it does so ever so gradually, without drawing attention to port or box. I could not localize the enclosure in the room.

In my space at least, basic RTA measurements from the listening position indicated only the smallest frequency deviations from flat. Beyond the predictable room gain in the midbass there were no significant bumps or dips. But I didn’t need a meter to hear the superb tonal balance. A few short minutes with Stravinsky’s Pulcinella, from the glorious Argo pressing, were all that was required. In my listening room, no system worth its salt does not at some point have to contend with this naturalistic and demanding LP. This is the kind of material the MBL system cuts its teeth on. And in most instances it is unmatched in its ability to retrieve ambience in an acoustic setting, and to define timbral and tonal contrasts, running the gamut from a soaring piccolo to a throaty trombone to a bellowing bass, with all kinds of transient delicacies. No, it can’t quite summon the full dynamic authority and deep bass reserves of a TAD Evolution One or Wilson Sophia III, both brilliant floorstanders, but
MBL Corona Line Electronics

Corona represents the fulfillment of a promise for MBL. As president and CEO Christian Hermeling said in a 2011 interview, “Our main goal for the future is to be a major player in the industry that not only offers single products but offers complete solutions to audiophiles and music lovers around the world. And complete solutions means MBL will offer everything that is necessary to bring as close to perfect sound as possible to our customer’s living rooms, as the only viable alternative to actually sitting in the concert hall. With our Radialstrahler loudspeakers and our electronics we are already very close to that aim. And with our new Corona Line we offer this ability to an even broader customer base.” It’s also worth noting that MBL’s products are now distributed in the U.S. by MBL’s wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary, MBL North America, Inc.

The Corona line is a six-component lineup that includes the C31 CD player, C61 tuner, C11 preamp, C21 stereo amplifier, C15 monoblock (500W into 4 ohms), and C51 integrated. To my eye, Corona electronics are a tour de force of stylistic bravado and ergonomic elegance. Lines are fluid and symmetrical from component to component.

The central polished top plate (a $1500 option) flows unbroken into the front control panel, which houses a fluorescent blue display. The components are available in black or white, with gold or Palinux-plated metal accents. The front panels of all Corona-line electronics are piano lacquer as standard. An MBL logo aboard each unit encircles a 40mm top-mounted pushbutton (a panel-display dimmer, in fact), its lighted circumference producing a soft halo of light, literally a corona. Engineered with a Mission Control mentality, the components are linked via a Smartlink network (you’ll need a couple of Ethernet cables) which enables remote input selection plus sequential on/off, the latter underlined by a simultaneous “goodbye” from the front panel of each unit. Stand-by power consumption is in the environmentally friendly range of below 1W.

Construction quality, as you might expect, is superb. The robust Corona chassis resembles a double-hulled ship wherein the outer bead-blasted aluminum casing encloses a second subassembly of reinforced steel, which houses the internals. All power supplies and transformers are not only fully electrically isolated but screened off by magnetically shielded partitions of Mu-metal alloy.

The Corona mbl C11 preamp features a sophisticated analog volume control via a motorized potentiometer. The back panels are laid out well; RCA and XLR inputs are spaced conveniently, and connectivity is excellent. Simple firmware updating is possible via a standard SD slot on the back panel. Important functions are accessed via small soft-touch buttons; the only knob is the volume control. All additional functions are shuttled off to the remote control.

My only operational complaint was the front-panel volume indicator. For keen eyes only, it was frustrating to make fine volume adjustments. As visually arresting as the Corona components are, this was the only feature that seemed like an afterthought.

The C21 stereo power amp outputs 180Wpc into 8 ohms and 300Wpc into 4 ohms. Power aside, it represents MBL’s and Reis’ take on Class D or switch-mode technology. Described as LASA amp technology (Linear Analog Switching Amplifier), it features a robust linear power supply (non-switch mode), and a series of technologies, which can be further explored in Reis’ illuminating white paper. In fact, the only similarity MBL claims with contemporary Class D is low heat radiation. According to Reis, in comparison to typical switching amplification LASA technology overcomes a key hurdle—it’s capable of the same high damping factor (low output impedance) at high frequencies that typical Class D designs enjoy at low frequencies, plus the same very low harmonic distortion values across the entire frequency bandwidth. The result is that frequency response will not change with load and THD will not vary with frequency. The take-away is that the speaker load will not affect the LASA amp.

If Reis’ stated goal was to produce a switching amp that acts and sounds more like a fine analog amp, I’d say mission accomplished. Perhaps it is not quite in the league of MBL’s own Reference Line 9011 amps, which offer almost unfathomable amounts of sweetness and swat, but in tandem with the C11 preamp the C21 has much of the air and dynamic energy that MBL’s big electronics output in such abundance. As I listened to the chime of upper harmonics from solo piano and the bursts of high frequencies from Anne-Sophie Mutter’s violin during the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, the C21’s top end, the region where Class D struggles, was smooth and extended, not glassy. It didn’t invite comparisons to the low-ceiling, darker, drier treble of earlier switching attempts. The low end was elegantly controlled but not over-torqued; rather it had a darkish velvety bloom, an attribute that helped give acoustic music the full measure of harmonic and ambient decay and timbral resonance. This is an amp that can proudly stand next to the best in its class-switching or not.

In today’s computer-driven marketplace the C31 CD Player can just as reasonably be considered a DAC with transport. It features a high-quality slot drive and has inputs for USB, TosLink, and S/PDIF connections, plus RCA and XLR outputs. The DAC supports sampling rates up to 24-bit/96kHz resolution, perhaps a disappointment for the number-driven, but MBL’s Reis emphasizes the superior jitter performance of his DAC design, the psychoacoustically optimized filtering, and measured timing accuracy equivalent to a 192kHz sampling rate. Additionally, all the digital inputs and outputs employ galvanic isolation between each other and ground to prevent high-frequency eddy currents. In keeping with C31’s purist design, only a single crystal oscillator is ever running at a given moment.
other than that there's no room for complaint.

Soundstaging is the bailiwick of all Radialstrahler models. Yet for the uninitiated it also reminds one of the different philosophical camps of music reproduction. Beyond tonal fidelity the MBL system draws one into its unique ambient reality. With every note it reminds you that you are no longer in the world of direct-radiating monopole speakers. It’s a realignment that emphasizes the entirety of the music event first and places a specific soloist in the context of that whole. And that “whole” has never been more holographic and enveloping as when reproduced by this system. It’s no exaggeration to state that the MBL 120 exists to reproduce choral music like the Rutter Requiem. It gathers together the extremes of low-level detail and macro-dynamics—from the soaring soprano soloist and plummeting organ pedal points, to the individual voices and sections of the Turtle Creek Chorale—into the vastness of the hall acoustic. The harmonic interplay is complex and silken, the overall impression profound and full of emotion.

One issue remains the same for me. The mbl 120 is more effective with some genres of music than with others. In contrast with the traditional direct-radiators its omnidirectional-design slightly de-emphasizes the sweet spot. For classical music and jazz ensembles and choral work I find this characteristic entirely compelling and natural. For close-miked studio albums, which lack much in the way of natural acoustics and ambience, individual images become less fully realized and fleshed out, less there. On the other hand, off-axis listeners benefit from the omnidirectional behavior and quite literally hear more music compared with traditional designs (where sitting farther to one side of the ideal listening position emphasizes the channel closer to that listener). This is no small difference. I can’t tell you the number of friends who unknowingly fell in the love with MBLs because of how much music they were “getting” at even the most absurd listening positions in my room. Which is correct? Omnis or standard forward-radiating monopoles? They both have their own valid claims. And since it’s an unwinnable argument, personal taste and listening habits will have to be your guides.

While I have more to say about the Corona electronics in the extended sidebar, in some ways I can’t say enough. Prior to adding the Corona ensemble to the mix I spent time listening with gear that ran the gamut of price points all the way up the mountain to TAD C2000/M2500 combo. The more expensive TAD gear was exemplary in low-end control, speed and dynamic thrust—some of the best I’ve heard. And this makes a lot of sense considering the fact that I’ve also recently taken possession of the TAD Evolution One loudspeaker, a true full-range product that needs a tight-fisted dose of low-end attention to sound its best. However, I also thought that musically the Corona gear serves the mbl 120 more persuasively. It retains the gravity and weight of MBL electronics but it also brings out a more lush romantic aspect in the loudspeaker. There’s just a little more sweetness to Anne Sophie-Mutter’s violin and bloom to Edgar Meyer’s acoustic bass and warmth in a lengthy reverberation of a drum. There is not an octave where astringency of any kind rears its head.

Final note: Like all omnidirectional loudspeakers the mbl 120 can be a challenge to dial in. Experimentation is encouraged: cheating this way and that way until you fine-tune the balance of direct sound and ambience that corresponds with your own particular listening bias. The rewards are magical, however. Suffice it to say this is no blue-collar system. All in, buyers will be looking at fifty grand or so, and that’s quite a splurge. (MBL’s entry-level system comes in at $32k.)

But it’s still a fraction of the price of a full-bore MBL Reference Line setup. Without a doubt MBL has created a system competitive with its finest efforts, but scaled down to accommodate smaller spaces (not lesser aspirations). It’s complete, it’s turnkey, and it’s an MBL. It’s hard to argue with that. tas
MBL Akustikgeräte’s products (such as the X-treme Reference System) are designed by a team of talented engineers. Chief Developer Jürgen Reis has been responsible for shaping the acoustic imprint of all MBL products for nearly thirty years. Time and again MBL has developed jewels of sound whose naturalness and synergy far exceed those of any established standards. For all employees at MBL, technically sophisticated circuitry is just the first step in a long journey of listening and research in the quest for the perfect audio component. Guided by long experience as a musician and sound engineer, Jürgen knows that in the world of natural sound, with its multilayered patterns and interwoven structures, there are dimensions that lie beyond anything he learned in electrical engineering textbooks. Development of MBL products can only be concluded when the act of listening to music transcends the technical and blossoms into a highly emotional experience.

MBL products are manufactured in our own factory outside Berlin. To build a tweeter capable of reproducing every nuance of natural sound – and this component serves as an example of every product we produce – MBL had to strike out in new directions and pursue them through to their ultimate consequence. When we found no tweeter on the market capable of performance we knew was possible, Jürgen invented our own carbon-based Radial Tweeter – a true masterpiece of engineering and craftsmanship. It takes no less than twenty-one hours before even a single MBL radial chassis has completed all its stages in the production process. Vertical integration at MBL is one hundred percent because only in our own factory can we build such high precision components to our exacting standards. Obviously we could save a great deal of money and effort if we took a standard dome tweeter that comes off a sub-supplier’s mass production line at the rate of nearly one a minute. But if we did, we’d be depriving you of the enjoyment of too much sonic bliss.

MBL products are distributed in over 40 countries through a world-wide distribution network which are designed to bring you service commensurate with MBL performance. Please visit our website or contact us for further information on the MBL experience, whether for a single component, Radialsstrahler speaker or a complete MBL system.
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